
Coyote Percolation Dam 
Replacement Project
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The flashboard dam currently in place at Coyote Creek.

Overview
Valley Water is moving forward with an important 
project to improve safety and make it more efficient to 
replenish groundwater basins in South San José.

The Coyote Percolation Dam, located about 11 miles 
downstream of Anderson Reservoir, consists of 
removable steel panels that will be replaced with an 
inflatable rubber dam. The current panels are placed 
to hold back water in the creek to replenish the 
groundwater aquifer and removed under high flow 
scenarios, such as during heavy rains, to allow for 
rapid flows of water and prevent flooding. 

Anderson Reservoir is currently out of commission 
as its dam undergoes an extensive seismic upgrade, 
which includes building a 1,760-foot-long tunnel next 
to the dam. The new tunnel will allow Valley Water to 

maintain water levels in Santa Clara County’s largest 
reservoir and release more water during storms 
or emergencies.  

The new tunnel, when in use, could cause flows as high 
as 2,500 cubic-feet-per second that will overwhelm 
the current Coyote Percolation Dam, which cannot 
handle flows of more than 800 cubic-feet-per second. 
Removing this dam altogether to accommodate those 
higher flows would impact Valley Water’s ability to 
recharge the groundwater basin, which is why we are 
installng the inflatable rubber dam instead. 

Construction begins: Summer 2023

Projected completion: Summer 2024

Projected project cost: $10 million - $12 million
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To find out the latest information on Valley Water projects or to  
submit questions or comments, use our Access Valley Water  
customer request system at access.valleywater.org.
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Project benefits
The Coyote Percolation Dam Replacement Project 
consists of replacing the existing dam with an inflatable 
rubber dam that could be deflated quickly, when creek 
flows are still low, so that higher flows could pass over 
the flattened rubber dam, and flow downstream safely.

• The new inflatable rubber dam can be raised 
much faster than the existing dam which will 
allow the water to seep into the groundwater 
more quickly.

• Completion of the inflatable dam is planned for 
mid-2024 so that it is ready for the increased 
flow from the new Anderson Dam Tunnel which 
can release five times more water than the 
current outlet. 

• Following the replacement, Valley Water 
plans to modify the channel downstream 
of the dam to allow fish to safely pass over 
the deflated dam. That work is planned for 
completion by 2027. 

• The new dam will have a height of 11-feet and 
length of 146-feet.

• When finished, the inflatable dam can be 
quickly inflated or deflated when needed based 
on water flow from Anderson Dam. 

Community impacts
The project area is near Metcalf Park, a popular and 
heavily used site for cyclists and hikers. It’s also near 
residential homes off Forsum Road. 

Once construction begins in May 2023 there may be 
some limited impacts neighborhoods along Forsum 
and Metcalf Roads. Valley Water will hold a pre-
construction meeting in spring of 2023 that will focus 
on the details of any construction impacts such as dust, 
noise or temporary traffic adjustments. 

Contact us
For more information about this project, visit 
the project website at website address here or 
contact the neighborhood liaison Tony Mercado at 
tmercado@valleywater.org. Questions and comments 
can also be submitted using our Access Valley Water 
customer request system at access.valleywater.org. 

A rubber dam similar to the one currently used at Kirk Dam would be used 
at Coyote Creek.  


